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Theory in Evaluation of Actinide Fission and Capture Cross
Sections

J . Eric Lynn

Group T-16, Los Alamos National Laboratory
New Mexico 87545, USA

Abs tract. We discu ss the possibil i ti es and limitation s of th e use o f theory as a tool in th e evaluatio n of acti ni d e fission
an d cap ture cross-sections . We consider especia l ly th e target 235U as an exampl e . We emph as ize the roles of
intermediat e structure i n the fission cross-section a nd of level wid th fluctuations in both interm e diate struct ure and fine
structure, noting th a t these l ead to a breakdow n of Hau ser- Fes hb ac h th eory at s ub -barrier and near b arrier energies . At
higher energies (where fluctuation-averaged Hauser- Feshb ac h theory is appl icable) semi-quant i tative and intuitive
representa tio n s of transition stat e spectra a nd barrier level d ensi ty func t ions h ave to b e test ed agai nst experim ental data
wh erever th ese are availabl e . Adjus tmen t of the fission cross-section agai ns t in el asti c scatteri ng to the mu ch b etter
known leve ls of the r esidual nucleus sho uld th e n lea d to a fai r ly sou nd es tima te of the capt ure c ross-sec ti on. We
compare such es ti mates with evaluated and ex perimen ta l d ata for 235 U .

INTRODUCTIO N

Theoretical es timates are norma lly u s ed in the
creation of evaluated data files when there are no
experimental data available, or the expe rimental data
are di screpant or otherwise untrustworthy . In the case
of the actinides measurements of fiss ion cross-sections
have been made of a large number of nuclides,
including many with quite short half- lives . Even if
these measurements have uncertainties as large as
20%, they are likely to be at least as reliable as
theoretical estimates . On the other hand, far fewer
measurements of capture cro s s - sections have been
made, and these are generally of much poorer accuracy
than the fission cross - section meas urements . We
therefore believe that theoretical methods can make a
substantial cont ribution to capture cross -section
evaluations of the actinides .

By theory in this connection we mean e ss entia lly
nuclear reaction theory modi fied to incorporate the
fission reaction . Just as the usual parameters for use in
reaction theory (neutron transmission coefficients,
s tr ength functions, radiation widths, le vel spacings) are
de rived from experimental data by fitting to the theory
and extended to energy ranges or nuclides where data
are unavailable by interpolation or ex trapolation, often

guided by nuclear models, many of the fission reaction
parameters have to be obtained by fitting to available
experimental fission data from a variety of sources .
For example, fission barrier heights c an be obtained
from neutron - induced fission cross-sections when the
neutron separation energy is lower than the barrier, or,
for the approp riate compound nucleus, from the fission
probability measured following a particle transfer
reaction such as (t,p,fl . When no appropriate data are
available for a required compound nucleus, ba rrier
heights can be selected by interpolation or
extrapo lation, preferably guided by the tr ends resul ti ng
from Strutinsky or Ha rtree- Fock-Bogoliubov theory . It
should be noted that the absolute values of barrier
heights presently calculated from such theories are not
sufficiently accurate for cross - section calculations .

In this paper we consider the impact of such
theoretical treatment using the target 235U as an
example . In this case the fission cross-section of the
nucleus in its ground state is very well-known
(accuracy 1-2%) and there are a number of
measurements of the capture cross - section and of a
with con s iderably poorer accuracy up to neutron
energy I MeV . However, some integral measurements
suggest that the capture cross - section in the evaluated
data file ENDFB -VI is too low . Therefore we adjust



parameters to fit the fission cross-section and thus
obtain an estimate of capture .

LOW ENERGY REGION:
INTERMEDIATE STRUCTURE

Uniform Picket Fence Mode l

The basic nuclear reaction theory required for
neutron energies up to a few MeV is Hauser - Fes hbach
(HF ) . Inclusion of fis s ion in HF imposes sp e cial
problems owing to the complexi ty of the po tential
energy surface in deformation s pace . In the actinides
the principal feature arising from this is the double -
humped fission barrier, which governs the fission
reaction channel in a complicated way . In the s ub-
barrier and near barrier energy range the fission
strength is clustered into groups around the class- II
levels of the secondary well . Hence the average fission
probability is reduced below the HF value that is
calculated from the average fis sion width. For a
uniform picket fence model (UPF) of the intermediate
s tructure a treatment is given in ref . l . The fission
probability formula is very different from the HF form .
Fig. 125 of ref. 2 shows an example of the quantitative
difference, the HF formula lying up to one order of
magnitude above the UPF curve for the same barrier
parameters.

Width Fluctuations

Fluctuations of level widths and related quantities
reduce the average fission probability even more .
Although in modern HF theory fluctuations in the
widths of resonance levels are taken fully into account,
when the fission reaction is included the fluctuations in
the class-Il levels causing the intermediate structure
must also be considered . Because observed class-II
spacings in uranium and higher-Z nuclides are quite
small (-100eV - 1keV) it is clear that the properties of
these states are "quantum-chaotic" . Below the fission
barrier the frequency function of the class-II fission
widths will be approximately Porter-Thomas . The
coupling matrix elements between the class-II and
class-I states are expected to be subject to a frequency
function in two variables, one being the variation with
respect to class-I states for a given class-II state ; this
will have the form of a gaussian with zero mean . The
other is thevariation with respect to class-II states of
the squared matrix element averaged over class-I
states ; this is expected to be of Porter-Thomas form . A
Monte Carlo approach to averaging over the width

fluctuations and level spacing fluctuations is described
briefly in ref . 3, in which a chart of the calculated
fluctuation averaging factor is also shown . Taking
account of width fluctuations can lower the fission
probability given by the UPF model by a factor as
small as 0 . 35 . This is important in determining barrier
heights from experimental data .

Barrier Height Determinatio n

A calculation of the fission probability of the J" =
4+ states of the compound nucleus 236U with inner and
outer barrier heights of 5 .5 MeV is shown in Fig . l . In
the excitation energy range shown radiative capture is
the only reac tion competing with fission . The curve
'UPF with fluctuations' has been calculated with the
full Monte Carlo averaging method. The curve marked
' Statistical Model' is the calculation using HF theor y
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FIGURE 1 . Calculated fission probability for 4+
states of 236U

with the simple s tatistical model estimate of the fission
transmission coe fficient over a double-humped barrier.
The curve 'statistical model with fluctuations' is the
statistical model fission coefficient with fluctuations in
the properties of the class - II states taken into account
as desc ribed below . It is clear from this example that
the use of the HF reaction theory in analysis of data
can result in raising the extracted barrier heights by up
to 0. 5 MeV . This will have an impact on analysis o f
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data or prediction of cross-sections at higher energy by
distorting the barrier physics (transition state spectra
and level densities) .

Barrier heights for neutron-induced fission of 235U

lie well below the neutron searation energy. They are
obtained from 234U(t ,p,~ or 21PU(d,pj) reactions . The fit
to the 235 LJ (d,pl) data of ref. 4 is shown in Fig. 2
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FIGURE 2. Fit, using full intermediate structure
theory, to 235 U(d,pfl data of Back et al. [4 ]

ABOVE BA RRIER REGION

Barrier Transition States

The neutron separation energy lies approximately I
MeV above the fission barrier of 236U . At each barrier
a number of collective transition states govern the
value of the fission width at relatively low neutron
energies. In our calculations the inner barrier is
assumed to be soft to gamma vibration ; we assume a
basic gamma phonon energy (K" = 2) of 0 .25 MeV
(cf. 0 .8 MeV at outer barrier) . The outer barrier is
assumed to be mass asymmetric with a mass
asymmetry (K"= 0-) vibration energy of 0 .1MeV (cf.
0.7MeV at inner barrier). Other collective modes

-include the bending vibration (K"= 1-) (0 .8, 0 .6 MeV
at inner, outer barrier respectively) and appropriate
rotational bands on all these vibrations and their
combinations . These transition states with empirical
values of the barrier penetrability factors [2] provide

the input to calculate the average fission width using
the Hill-Wheeler barrier penetration factor .

The Statistical Model Fission
Transmission Coefficient

In the statistical model it as assumed that the
compound nucleus equilibrated in well I makes a
transition over the inner barrier A, with transmission
coefficient TA . After equilibration in the secondary
well II, it can make a transition back over the inner
barrier, or to fission over the outer barrier B, with
transmission coefficient. The overall transmission
coefficient to fission from well I is therefore •

TI=TaTe /( Ta+Ta)

A microscopic demonstration of the statistical formula
goes as follows . For each class-II state µ the
contribution to the locally averaged fission width of a
group of resonances i s

&r> = <HZ .> I',,ral [ ( E,a - Ep)Z +'/a(I'.a) +Tvr ei)Z ]

where H,, is the coupling matrix element between the
class - II and class-I state and TgA) = 27r <H2R>/Df, the
angular brackets here denoting averaging over class-I
levels . Averaging over an energy interval AE
containing a large number of class-II states gives for
the average resonance fission width

<Tj>nE = (DI /dE) E µ (in ee) rgn) I'g a ✓ (rKA) + rg 8,)

or Tf = 2 7r<r> AElDj _[TA TB l( TA + TB)] 9?11

where TA = 2 ;c 1-gA) /D11 , Ta = 2 ;rI'~B) /DIl and 9?If is
the factor from averaging over the width frequency
functions of the class - II states . The frequency function
for the fission width is expected to be approximately a
x2-function with degrees of freedom equal to the
number of open channels (transition states) at barrier
B, while the frequency function for the coupling width
is expected to be of Porter - Thomas form .

Fission Cross Section of 235U

Application of the statistical formula, modified for
class-II fluctuations, to s-wave neutron-induced fission
of 235U gives the results shown in Table 2 . We also
show in that Table the results of an extensive and
careful analysis of the cross-section resonances [5] .
There is quite good agreement between experiment
and theory. The analysis of [5] extends to 110 eV .
From 110ev to 1 .5keV the analysis is of "pseudo-
resonances", with no assignment of spin, but suggest s
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T A BLE 2. Fi ssion Tr a n smi ssi on Coefficients Z36U
,jff- 3- , ]" = q-

TA 4.55 3.50
TB 2.72 1 .70
TnU) = TA TB/( TA + TB) 1 .70 1 .15

Tf(u) = Tf(u) Nir 1.21 0.76
7'f (eXpt) 1.26 1 .09

overall an average fission width a little lower than the
value up to 100 eV . Our calculated average fission
cross-section up to 1 .5 keV agrees well with the cross-
sections calculated from the resonance parameters of
[5] as shown in Fig .3 for the energy range to 10 keV .

Fission cross-section (E)

,o

° Le al, ENDF -*-'(H F .11uo) - -IInLdJ

FIGURE 3 . Calculated fission cross - sections of 235 U

using HF with class - II fluctuations in fission and
intermediate structure with fu ll fluctuations . Square
symbols are those of [3] up to 1 .5keV and ENDF/B - V I
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F I GURE 4. Calculated, experimental (to 1 .5 keV)
and evaluated capture cross-sections of Z35U .

HIGH ENERGY REGION

For neutrons of higher energy interacting with 235U

our knowledge of barrier transition states becomes
much less . cert ain . Above the neutron separation
energy we approach the top of the pai ring energy gaps
in the level spectra at both barrier A and B
deformations . We do not know the exact values of
these energy gaps ; they are functions of both the
dependence of the pairing force on nuclear
deformation and the values of single - particle state
den sities. Above the energy gaps we do not have
quantitative knowledge of the level density behaviour .
Asymmetries in the nuclear shape are expected to give
rise to collective s tate enhancement [6] due to axial
asymmetry at the inner barrier and mass asymmetry at
the outer barrier . But we also expect a basic level
density increase because of higher single-particle state
densities at the barrier deformations .

However, we seem - to have almost complete
knowledge of the states of the residual nucleus for
inelastic scattering up to about I MeV, so we c an
make quite good estimates of the transmission
coefficients for this process . By adjustment of the
barrier level densities we can fit the fission cross-
section thereby obtaining good estimates of the
summed transmission coefficients to use in estimating
the capture cross-section . Our calculated capture cross-
section from lOkeV to 1 MeV is 30-40% higher than
the ENDF/B-VI file . If we compare with actual
expe rimental data sets, however, we find that there is a
great deal of variation amongst these, and our
calculations are in reasonable agreement with some of
the sets with higher average values . Sensitivity
analysis against quantities such as neu tron strength
functions do not show sufficient variation to explain
the large difference between theory and the ENDFB-
VI fi le. We conclude that new measurements of the
capture cross-section with one of the new generation
of modern gamma - ray detectors such as DANCE at
Los Alamos are highly desirable.

The capture cross-section for the same energy range i s
shown in Fig . 4 . The value of the radiation width used

---- here is also fr om [5] . Although there is quite good
agreement with the analysis of Leal et al [5] up to 1 . 5 5
keV, it is clear that the theory is 30 - 40% higher than 6
the ENDF/B-VI file for the remainder of the range .
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Mark B . Chadwick, 12:49 PM 10/8/2004, Re : CSEWG hote l

X - Sieve : CMU Sieve 2 . 2
X - S e nder : chadwick@norris-mail .lani.gov (Unver ified)
Date : Fri , 8 Oct 2004 1 2 :49 : 38 -0600
To : Eric Pitcher <p itcherCa? lanl . gov>
From : " M ark B . Chadwick" <mbchadw i ck @lanl . gov>
Subject : Re : CSEWG hote l
Cc : Kay Grady <grady_kay @lanl .gov>
X - PMX -Vers i on : 4 . 6 . 0 . 99824
X - PMX -Vers i on : 4 . 6 . 0 . 99824

Erc , Kay , th is looks good for us all ,
Mark

At 11 :33 AM -0600 10/8/04, Eric Pitcher wrote :
I Mark,

Page 1 of 1

In 1996 I stayed at what is now the Marriott Islandia, 3635 Expressway Drive, Hauppauge,
NY. I checked and they have internet access . Their government rate is $141/night . This hotel
is on BNL's recommended list . I remember it being 10 minutes drive from BNL. If you concur,
I'll have Kay book you, myself, Bill, and Kawano here and cancel our reservations at the BNL
guest house .

Eric

Mark B. Chadwick, Group Leader
Nuclear Physics Group, T-16
ASC/M&P Program Manager
Theoretical Division, MS B283
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87544, USA
Tel . 505 667 9877 ; Fax 505 667 1931
Pager: 505 664 4052
email : mbchadwick@lanl .gov
---------------------------------------------------

Prirrted for Kay Grady <grady_kay@lanl.gov> 10/12/2004



Eric Pitcher, 05 :21 PM 10/7/2004, Re : Trip to Brookhaven

X-Sieve : CMU Sieve 2 .2
From: Eric Pitcher <pitcher@ lanl .gov>
Subject : Re: Trip to Brookhave n
Date : Thu, 7 Oct 2004 17 :21 :32 -0600
To: Kay Grady <grady_kay@lanl .gov>
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.619)
X-PMX-Version : 4 .6 .0.99824
X-PMX-Version : 4 .6 .0.99824

Kay,

Page 1 of 1 1

I have already requested a room at the guest house through the CSEWG meeting registration
site (if you can confirm my reservation that would be great!) . I will call the Travel office to make
airline reservations for myself . Unfortunately, Mark and Kawano travel on Saturday, an d
Patrick is traveling on Monday, so I guess I'll need to rent my own car and drive myself :(

Do you know of anyone else flying out Sunday afternoon with whom I can catch a ride ?

Eric

On Oct 7 , 2004 , at 1 :56 PM , Kay G rady wrote :

Mark said you need to go to Brookhaven Nov, 1, 2, 3 . Mark and Kawano are flying from
Chicago and Patrick Talou is flying on Nov. 1 and home Nov . 5 . Mark and Kawano are
staying the Brookhaven Guest House and it would be convenient if you could stay in the
same place ._ Let.me know_ if you want travel to make any of your reservations or if you need
help making the Guest House reservation .

Kay

Printed for Kay Grady <grady_kay@lanl.gov> 10/12/2004




